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Election primaries narrow down the field o f candidates for SGA
Rebecca Ritzel
Lead Writer
Sixteen-wheelers, sno-cones,
motorcycles, and Mafia agents are
not your typical fare on a Cedarville spring evening, unless, of
course, Hoopla is underway.
In a Herculean effort to get the
student body excited about the new
student government and primary
elections, SGA hosted Hoopla, a
campus-wide block party on Mon
day, March 30. The event high
lighted candidates for the SGA
primaries.
On Tuesday, March 31, the stu
dent body narrowed down the field
of candidates in the primary elec
tion to two for each office. The
candidates for the general election
on April 7 are as follows: Di Cuirci/
Crosson and Motter/Lemke for the
presidential/vice presidential ticket;
Shawn Brennan and Wade Harris
for the office of chaplain; Kelly
Ford and Patricia Hershberger for
secretary; and Lance Harkleroad
and Mac Arthur O. Hill, Jr. face off
for treasurer.

Current SGA president and vice
president Scott VanLoo and Angie
Wenzel have spent the past year
working with a task team to restruc
ture the student government associa
tion. The new system eliminates the
SGA Senate, several executive posi

tions, and consolidates some com
mittees while creating others. The
new officers will be faced with
putting the plan into action. Tues
day marked the first time election
ballots were cast over the computer
network. A total of 1772 votes

were counted, the highest ever for
an SGA election. The two candi
dates who received the most votes
for each position will speak in chapel
on Tuesday, April 7, after which
students will have an opportunity to
cast their final ballots. President
and Vice President Paul Di Cuirci
and Becky Crosson.
During winter quarter a friend
approached junior broadcasting
major Paul Di Cuirci and suggested
he run for SGA President with
Becky Crosson as a running mate.
Di Cuirci is known to the student
body for playing brass in every pos
sible band, serving as a Brock RA
and a Delta Omega Epsilon officer,
traveling on MIS teams, and being
the son of two professors.
Crosson, a junior organizational
communications major, has also
performed in the band, as well as
chorale. She is an officer in Delta Pi
Sigma, a member of Lifeline Play
ers and the Undergraduate Alumni
Association.
The two thought and prayed and
decided they were a good combina
tion for the cause. “Becky has a lot

of good qualities. She’s very
tenacious, she gets the job done,
she takes the lead, she’s very or
ganized,” Di Cuirci said.
“We have very different styles
which are very complimentary ...
I’ve worked with Paul and he’s
very approachable, he’s very easy
to work with, very flexible, very
creative, very driven; with a vi
sion,” Crosson said.
The Di Cuirci/Crosson cam
paign slogan, “Make it Happen,”
summarizes their vision for the
new SGA.
“One of our biggest emphasis
this year for the new SGA is that
we are really focusing on the
people, and the students of Cedarville. ... We want people to
look at the whole body of SGA
they way they look at SGA chapel
and really think it’s an organiza
tion that’s benefiting them. If they
want a change done or made, it
will get done because of this whole
new system! It’s going to run
smoother, and we’re hoping to
give that security,” Crosson said.

Continued on Page 3

Planning committee details changes for new student government
Carol Marks
Lead Writer
With restructuring plans draw
ing to a close and SGA elections
approaching, the proposed New
SGA is once again coming to the
student body’s attention.
Since the Cedarville Adminis
tration has already indicated its
approval of the New SGA, the only
votes standing between the Old
SGA and the New SGA belong to
the current Executive Council and
the Senate.
The committee responsible for
restructuring SGA includes Jeff
Beste, Scott Van Loo, Angie
Wenzel, Josh Amos, Christy Farris,
Jeff Motter, Scott Vandegrift, Tim
Walker, and Alissa Whitten.
Although most students have
heard of the New SGA, many of
them do not know what the changes
to the former SGA involve or how
those changes would affect the stu
dent body. The New SGA would
offer more positions than the Old

SGA, encouraging more student in
volvement.
In addition to the Senate, the
Intercultural Affairs Committee, Stu
dent Life Committee, Social Ser
vices Committee, Student Services
Committee, Student Court Commit
tee, and Public Relations Committee
formed the structure of the Old SGA.
Working for the Executive Board in
the New SGA would be the Ministry
Council, the Student Life Board, the
Activities Board, the Inter-Class
Council, the President’s Council, and
the Public Relations Board.
In the Old SGA, both the Senate
and the Executive Council— com
prised of the President, Vice Presi
dent, Secretary, Treasurer, Chaplain,
and committee chairmen—could ini
tiate discussion on pertinent issues.
Once both bodies had concluded their
discussions and taken a vote, a deci
sion passed through the Administra
tion before becoming a reality.
Perhaps the biggest change in the
New SGA comes from the dissolu
tion of the Senate. The composition

of the Senate included two elected
senators from each class and one
senator from each campus organi
zation. As the student body ex
panded, the Senate grew too big to
be efficient.
“The old structure was obsolete
because the student body has grown
so much ” Amos said. Since the
Senate was initiating discussion on
topics already under scrutiny by
the Executive Council, the Senate
became unnecessary. “There [was]
no purpose for it,” Motter said. “It
was becoming more of a technical
ity than a necessity.”
Without the Senate, the new Ex
ecutive Board—all elected mem
bers of the Old SGA’s Executive
Council plus the five other direc
tors of the New SGA boards and
councils— would be the only vot
ing body of the New SGA. “[The
New SGA] pushes involvement
downward and decision making
upward,” Amos said. Walker said,
“It gets rid of the fluff at the top and
allows a smaller number of people

to make decisions.”
If the New SGA is approved, the
voice of the student body would
come through the President’s Coun
cil, one of six councils and boards
that would contribute to the effi
ciency of the new structure. The
chair for the President's Council
will be the SGA Vice President. All
social, service, academ ic, and
intercultural organizations would
fall under the responsibility of the
President’s Council. An Organiza
tions Director, appointed by the
SGA President, would lead the
President’s Council, sit on the Ex
ecutive Board, coordinate class and
SGA elections, and hold SGA ac
countable to its constitution.
M embers o f the P resid en t’s
Council would include all class
presidents and all organizational
presidents. The restructuring com
mittee is also working to include
the heads o f the yearbook,
U99.5FM, CCEMS, and Cedars on
the President’s Council. This Coun
cil would affect many people be

cause it would pull all organiza
tions under the jurisdiction of
SGA. While communication be
tw een o rg a n iz atio n s w ould
heighten, each organization
would be more accountable for
its actions.
The restructuring committee
hopes that the New SGA would
promote discipleship through two
new councils: the Ministry Coun
cil and the Inter-Class Council.
The SGA Chaplain would lead
the class chaplains and four dif
ferent Christian Ministries Rep
resen tativ es to coo rd in ate
ministries with SGA and foster
discipleship between the chap
lains on campus. Two of the Min
istry Council’s main goals are to
avoid duplicate ministries and to
better minister to students.
“The Ministry Council may be
one of the best parts of [the New
SGA],” Walker said. “I think it
gives a lot of guidance to the
younger chaplains ... it gives

Continued on Page 3
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Student m inistry team s span the continent during Spring B reak
Laura Hammond
Staff Writer
During Spring Break, Cedarville sent out nine mission teams
throughout the U.S. and Jamaica.
The 26 members of the Jamai
can team stayed at the Caribbean
Christian Center for the Deaf in
Kingston, Jamaica. Their primary
tasks were to improve future class
rooms, the library, and the dorm
rooms. The team poured concrete
floors, dug footers for columns,
tied and set steel re-bar, finished
framing in preparation of pouring
a second floor on a building, com
pleted electrical wiring difficul
ties, fixed a broken phone line,
and painted entrance signs for the
school. The team then devoted
their evenings to playing with the
deaf children.
Prior to the trip, the Jamaican
team gathered weekly during Win
ter Quarter. They prepared them
selves spiritually by sharing prayer
requests and memorizing Romans
12:9-21, which admonishes Chris
tians to be devoted to one another
in brotherly love. They also dis
cussed the trip details and learned
the alphabet in sign language.
John Wambold, Director of
Community Ministries and co
leader of the Jamaican team, said
that he was impressed with the
overall encouraging attitudes
among the students. Wambold
said, “God definitely taught me
more about myself by placing me
in a leadership position. The Lord
refined my organizational skills
while granting me the patience to
work through unexpected chal
lenges such as delays in the work
schedule, a team member’s ill
ness, and Aimee Copeland’s bro
ken ankle. Y et through the
challenges came rewarding expe
riences. We were truly touched by
those deaf children and their en
thusiasm for the Lord, we bonded
through team devotions, and we
were honored and fascinated to
worship in the Jamaican church.”
Since returning from Jamaica,
junior organizational communica
tions major Gina Doerr desires to
continue part time mission work
for a few weeks to a month every
year. She said, “I am open and
willing to do anything or go any
where the Lord wants me to go.”
Mark La Fleur, a sophomore
pre-seminary major, expressed his
gratefulness that God opened his
heart to a different culture. He
said, “Watching a deaf child sing
showed me that it doesn’t take a
voice to praise or ears to be touched
by his work. Anyone who is inter

ested in pursuing a missions trip
should bathe the thought in prayer.
Without God’s presence, it doesn’t
matter where you go during break
times. Whether in Jamaica or at
home, God’s presence and God’s
blessings are the only things that
make any trip worth it.”
Sundi Myers, a junior marketing
major, found the Lord leading her
to join the Jamaican team partly
because she had taken a sign lan
guage course. She said, “Trying to
communicate with the deaf chil
dren was very frustrating since I am
not fluent in sign language. How
ever, I rejo iced because the
children’s patience demonstrated
how much they really wanted us to
learn it and communicate with
them.”
Senior elem entary education
major Andy Malone, junior math
major Pamela Claus, and sopho
m ore m echanical engineering
major Dale Sorensen volunteered
at Im m anuel M ission of Teec
Nos Pos Navajo Reservation in Ari
zona.
First, they prepared for the trip
by reviewing their own personal
testimonies and by creating a short
lesson for the children. Then in the
mornings, they played with the
children and served as teachers’
aides. In the afternoons, they helped
construct the new school addition
by painting doors, putting up dry
wall, and pouring concrete. Each
evening a different mission family
hosted the students at dinnertime.
In between the volunteer service,
the team climbed a mesa rock
called Sessa Uh, explored an aban
doned uranium mine, visited Four

C orners, and toured ancient
Anasaze Indian ruins.
The Inner City Impact team to
C hicago included R uthanne
Pierson, B J Bechtel, Michelle Bolt,
Nicholas Chou, Karl Feucht, Chris
topher Herman, Kathy Housten,
Angela Justice, Kendra Krick, Kerri
Osterc, Jordan Patrick, Jennifer
Puterbaugh, and Matthew Noll.
They stayed at Inner City Impact,
where they tutored students at Von
Humbolt Elementary and helped
lead children’s clubs. These volun
teers mainly picked children up for
activities and assisted with child
ren’s games during open gym times.
The ICI team met weekly for
prayer and encouragement to pre
pare for the trip. Team leader
Pierson, along with other members,
also met with Reverend Dillion, the
founder and director of Inner City
Impact, when he was on campus.
Pierson said, “We each worked
with one class consistently during
the week. That class and the teacher
became a huge goal to encourage
and, of course, assist academically.
During the evenings, we were
mostly open to the kids. Interaction
was the key and making the most of
every opportunity to talk and share
with them. Mostly, these kids de
sire and need love, and ICI’s mis
sion is to present to them the living
Christ and to evangelize and dis
ciple these unchurched children
and integrate them into the local
church. Our goal was to work with
mostly unchurched inner-city chil
dren, and we had plenty of opportu
nities to sit in classrooms with them,
van rides, and just play basketball
and talk.”

Under junior elementary educa
tion major Dale Pinkley’s leader
ship, the Joy Ranch mission team
served at Joy Ranch Children’s
Home in Hillsville, Vir. This team
consisted of Joshua Ausfahl, Grace
Frisbey, Dan Johansen, Elizabeth
Johnson, Shari Kregal, Micheal
Kuhna, Julie Lamborn, Michael
Pierson, Joseph Qussar, and Emily
Wiljamaa.
Preparing for Joy Ranch included
meeting weekly to prepare two Sun
day evening services to practice pup
pets and songs.
The men completed computer
work, laid ceramic floors, hung trim
along the walls, and painted walls,
while the women painted hanging
doors and spackled the ceiling. In
the evenings, the team split into
three groups and went to different
cottages for dinner. Afterwards, they
enjoyed fellowship with the chil
dren. One evening, they cheered on
the children ’s minor league hockey
team; on other evenings, they played
basketball or volleyball with the
children.
Pinkley said, “Having worked at
the ranch for the past few years, I
was anxious to return. Seeing old
friends and meeting new ones was a
blessing as well. The greatest bless
ing was that God taught me to to
tally rely on His strength and not
my own. On the trip, I caught laryn
gitis and later became ill. There
fore, it was God who kept our team
cooperating efficiently and effec
tively. Lastly, God exhibited His
power to me after I discovered Shari
Kregal and Grace Frisbey had the

privilege of leading a young girl to
Jesus Christ.”
Team leader Lisa Warren, a se
nior elementary education major
guided team members Jennifer
Dolby, Jennifer Ferguson, Shelly
Gillett, Katherine Johnson, Kim
berly Leverson, Michael Lowstetter,
Brenda Mick, Susan Plummer,
Maranatha Ruberg, Jill Shearer,
Will Scotton, Rebecca Vitarelli,
Jana Wright, and Amanda Yoder to
Shepherd’s Home in Wisconsin.
This team mission required much
preparation. Primarily, the team pre
pared for their leadership roles in
the weekly chapel program. In ad
dition, some prepared lesson plans
and activities for two days of teach
ing. The team also prayed together
regularly and participated in get
ting-acquainted activities in order
to serve together more effectively.
In essence, they followed their team
verse, Ephesians 4:2-3: “Be com
pletely gentle and humble, be pa
tient, bearing with one another in
love. Make every effort to keep the
unity of the Spirit through the bond
of peace.”
Each team member worked with
the residents in their various work
shops. While some students cut
Campbell’s soup labels in order to
receive equipment and vans for the
home, others worked in the green
house and laundry room; some even
worked with enrichment classed that
involved reading, music, physical
education, and Bible.
In their chapel program, they em
phasized God’s love and sharing
God’s love with others through pup
pets, clown skits, and a group song
entitled “The Greatest Command.”
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D i C uirci/C rosson take on M otter/Lem ke for general election
Continued from Page 1
While Di Cuirci and Crosson have
no prior experience in SGA, both
are chairing committees for the Junior/Senior Banquet. Di Cuirci is in
charge of decorations and Crosson
is managing the program and ticket
publications.
They want students to recognize
that leadership experience in other
organizations can carry over into
SGA. “We haven’t held a lot of
positions, but we’ve worked with a
lot of people,” Di Cuirci said.
Di Cuirci and Crosson chose the
color orange to symbolize their cam
paign. Students, signs, and even
trees wearing orange ribbons label
themselves as Di Cuirci and Crosson
supporters.
“We wanted something that was
bright, that stands out,” Crosson
said. “It’speople-colored,andwe’re
people people.” Di Cuirci said.
In September of ’95, Jeff Motter
walked up to Meaghan Lemke and
introduced himself as running for
freshman class president. It was the
start of a friendship and commit
ment to leadership that would last
the length of their college careers.
Now, the two would like to spend
their senior years serving as SGA
president and vice president, choos
ing the slogan, “Experience Mat
ters.”
“I am running with Jeff because
he is qualified and totally capable
of being an excellent leader. ... I
feel privileged to run with someone

a

I could consider a close friend as
well as a peer and proven leader,”
Lemke said.
Motter, a junior philosophy ma
jor, did win the election for fresh
man class president. That year he
was also on the Organization and
Senate Affairs Committee mem
ber. During ‘96-‘97, Motter served
on the SGA executive council as
the Senate Organization Affairs
Chair. This year, he is again class
president, and sat on the SGA re
structuring task team. Motter has
also been an RA in Lawlor.
Lemke, an English major, also
brings a list of credentials to the
ticket. She served on the Public
Relations Committee her freshman
year and became a member of the
SGA Executive Council as Social
Services Chair the following year
as a sophomore. Lemke also chaired
the Hom ecom ing D ecorations
Committee, coordinated the high
school leadership conference, and
student involvement in the Special
Olympics. This year her task is to
chair the Junior/Senior Banquet.
“The key to running something
like JS, is picking a great commit
tee that you can count on. ... Iam
more of the guide, the one who
keeps the goal in focus. ... The
details are my committee’s respon
sibility, and they are doing a fantas
tic job,” Lemke said.
As candidates for SGA president
and vice president, Motter and
Lemke have two main platform
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points. The first revolves around
efficiently managing SGA’s bud
get, which will see an increase after
the restructuring. “With the New
SGA there is going to be a lot more
room for SGA sponsored activities.
That’s one of the more visible ways
that SGA can have a positive effect
on the campus,” Motter said.
Additional activities would in
clude such events as bringing more
outside bands to campus, like the
recent Floyd Dallis concert spon
sored by the junior class. They
would also like SGA to promote
more off-campus excursions, per
haps chartering a bus to Right to
Life week in Washington, D.C.
The second point has been la
beled “Student Awareness.” Motter
and Lemke hope to initiate a Stu
dent Forum for the purpose of dis
cussing life after college and issues
the students will be confronted with
after graduation.
Motter and Lemke solidified their
candidacy fall quarter after hearing
about the restructuring. “We weren ’t
going to run for SGA unless some
thing changed,” Motter said. “When
I was involved in the restructuring
committee I saw how much poten
tial the New SGA has, not only for Jeff M otter and Meaghan Lemke are running for President and Vice President with
next year, but for years to come.”
the motto "Experience M atters.” Photo by Kristin Jacoby.

Student Senate abolished in New SGA
Cont. from page 1_______
continuity to the whole chaplain pro
gram.”
The Inter-Class Council operates
like the Ministry Council. Chaired
by the Senior Class President, this
council would include the Presi
dent, Vice President, Secretary, and
Treasurer of each class as well as a
Public Relations Coordinator. Im
proved interaction between class
officers would help first-time offic1
ers gain a better understanding of
their duties early in the academic
year. Class-sponsored activities,
such as JS, would also improve with
m ore com m unication betw een
classes; graduating class officers
would have more opportunities to
give advice to incoming officers.
In the future, the New SGA hopes
to undertake additional activities on
campus. “Ideally, there will be more
programming done through SGA,”
Beste said. “There’s the potential
for a lot of activities that SGA will
take on.”
The Student Life Board and the
Activities Board would be a combi
nation of various Old SGA groups.
Although the Old SGA did have a
Public Relations Committee, the
New SGA would expand public re
lations with coordinators to promote
specific areas, including Student

Life, Activities, and Inter-Class ac
tivities.
The budget for the New SGA
would be the same as the Old SGA’s
budget. Elected officers receive their
salaries as a scholarship which goes
directly toward their tuition. Since
the amount of their salaries is a
percentage of tuition, the scholar
ship changes from year to year.
Over the course of this year, the
President will earn $4,600 while
the other officers will each earn
$2,200. Executive Council mem
bers earn their salary in cash. Cur
rently, each member receives $300
a quarter.
The process of restructuring SGA
began last spring when Wenzel and
Van Loo attended a leadership con
ference and realized improvements
they could make in Cedarville’s
student government to benefit the
grow ing stu d en t body. Dean
Rickard, the current SGA advisor,
came and talked to Van Loo about
revamping SGA soon after he and
Wenzel returned from their confer
ence. About the same time, former
SGA President Brian White wrote a
three-page paper on proposed needs
of the Old SGA. The events dove
tailed, and the restructuring com
mittee began its work last October.
Beste, the Assistant Director of

Campus Activities, brings to the
group his experience in campus or
ganizations and leadership. As the
current President and Vice Presi
dent of SGA, Van Loo and Wenzel
have been instrumental in leading
the restructuring committee.
Senior Political Science major
Farris offers her experience as the
former SGA Vice President (1996
97) and her background in govern
mental structures. Motter also has
experience in SGA; he served on
the Executive Committee during
1996-97. With his involvement in
SGA since his freshman year, se
nior Scott Vandegrift also knows
the details of SGA.
Three of the committee members
bring experience from outside the
realm of SGA. Walker represents
the student body at large because he
has no background in Cedarville’s
student government. Although she
does not have experience in SGA,
Whitten has been involved in nu
merous other activities on campus.
Amos is a member of the group
because he is doing his senior re
search project on high-involvement
organizational structures.
Van Loo said, “It’s been fun.
W e’ve thought of every possible
problem and every possible good
point that could happen.”
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Swordbearer team ministers with song
Patricia Hershberger
Staff Writer
The Swordbearer’s ministry team
consists of 11 Cedarville students
with 2 things in common: the abil
ity to sing and the desire to minister.
Other than that, each member of the
team is very different. Junior fi
nance major Timothy Walker said,
“The diversity is incredible.”
Dana Scott, a senior nursing ma
jor, has been on the team for four
years. She provides a base of expe
rience which the others draw on.
The other members of the team are
Walker, junior church music minis
try major Joshua Berras, sopho
m ore com m unications and
management major Sallisha Cowell,
sophomore church music major
Joshua Fronduti, sophomore nurs
ing major Jana Glessner, freshman
CIS major Scott Moodie, sopho
more music major Rachel Puckett,
freshman pre-law major Andrew
Rodriguez, sophomore music edu
cation major Nicole Thomas, and
junior vocal performance/music
education major Alisa Whitt.
The goal that unifies the team is
ministry. “I am excited about the
type of opportunities that we will be
able to have while we travel,”
Glessner said. “I wanted to be on a
ministry team so that I could get a
taste of ministry first-hand,” W alker
said.

The Swordbearer’s ministry is
unique because they have the op
portunity to be on stage. But their
goal is the same as any other minis
try: to share the gospel. “We are
there to help people, to bring them
to Christ, not just to perform,”
Rodriguez said. “Ministry is about
people, and differentministries have
various means to that end,” Puckett
said.
“People might not come to hear a
sermon, but many will come to hear
a concert,” Berras said. “If we fo
cus on God, and have an attitude of
prayer, there’s no stopping what he
can do.”
Puckett said, “I love the opportu
nity to walk into a church and know
that something I say or do could
impact a life for eternity.”
“We want to truly influence with
our worship, not just perform for
these people,” Whitt said. Thomas
said, “It’s about worship.”
The ministry is not limited to the
time the team spends on stage, “f ve
found that our biggest ministry does
not take place on stage, but in homes,
where we can interact with the
people,” Moodie said.
“I must continually remind my
self that worship is something that
must be a part of my ordinary ev
eryday activities before it can be a
part of my song,” Moodie said.
Puckett agreed. “We need to be the

same people offstage as we are on
stage,” she said.
The team travels approximately
every other weekend during the
quarter. They also took a spring
break trip to Florida. This summer,
an eight-week tour will take them to
churches in northwest Ohio and
Michigan.
Jim Cato is the director of the
music ministry teams. “Jim Cato
has made an incredible impact on
my life,” Berras said. Cato meets
with the three teams on Wednesday
evenings for worship, Bible study,
and prayer. “Our goal is unity in
spirit,” Cato said. “We need to have
the same focus.” Cowell said, “We
need to be unified in our efforts to
minister and to lead in worship.”
This year, the music teams are
focusing on holiness. “We have the
responsibility to live holy lives so
the world has a clear representation
of who Christ is,” Cato said.
Cato also plans the music for the
performances. He listens to hun
dreds of pieces and chooses those
which best fit the abilities and pur
poses of the teams. “We have a
guitar player on each [music] team
this year, which helps to provide
more variety,” Cato said. They sing
an assortment of styles, including
hymns, contemporary music, and
traditional gospel.
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New Donors Earns
$30 First Time
$35 Second Time

RegulaurDonars Earns
1101b. - 1491b. $15 1st Visit $20 2nd visit
1501b. - 1741b. $15 1st visit $2fl 2nd visit
17S!b. & up. $15 1st visit $30 2nd visit
’2nd visit in 7 days
(Saturday thru Friday)

C G N T e O N
Cent con Bio Service
165 E. Helena
Dayton. OH - RTA Bus 22
Phone 224-1973
Hours: 6am 3:30pm Mon.-Thurs. * Sam-Spm Fri. » Sam-5pm Sat. & Sun.

H oopla rocks student
body on M arch 30, baby
Carol Marks
VIP speaker. These included CeLead Writer
darville Mayor Phipps and Dean
March 30th came and passed . . . Rickard, who introduced the new
and so did Hoopla ‘98. Strategi SGA logo. Dan Wyma and Don
cally posted signs and e-mails Chapin won the logo design con
brought many students out to the test.
M cA rthur H ill and L ance
Miter parking lot on Monday night.
As the crowd formed, “Rex and Harkleroad are the candidates for
the Boys” played on a wooden track SGA Treasurer. Both men are jun
bed hung with a balloon arch. The iors and exhibited concern about
audience enjoyed popcorn, slushies, their integrity in handling SGA
cotton candy, and pop provided by funds. Incidentally, Hill prefers
Coke while Harkleroad is a Pepsi
SGA.
Representatives from all classes fan.
were present for a variety of rea
Following Rickard were SGA
sons. When asked why she came, Chaplain hopefuls Shawn Brennan,
freshman Carrie Fleck said, “Be Jesse DeConto, and Wade Harris.
cause my friend Jenni West is run Last to speak were the vice-presi
ning for vice p resid en t— and dent and presidential tickets. Each
because I didn’t want to do my pair of candidates gave a brief in
Comp paper.”
troduction of themselves and their
Junior Amy Bohn said, “Because aspirations if they became the lead
it was in my parking lot.”
ers of SGA.
“Because I don’t want to work,”
Paul DiCuirci and Becky Crosson
sophomore Julie Lambom said.
went first of the presidential and
Pastor Rohm was also among the vice p re sid e n tia l can d id ates.
crowd. He said, “I wanted to see Crosson said, “Paul and I are really
what was going on, be where the excited just to be up here ... W e’re
[students] are, and see who the can really hoping that if we’re elected
didates are.”
we can implement this to the best of
David W. Jones was out to sup our ability.” DiCuirci followed, de
port Hughes and McCauley.
livering a brief biography to give
Junior Julie Forstrom said, “I students an educated first impres
thought there’d be food.”
sion of himself.
A couple of people went to Hoopla
Brent Hughes and Chris Me Auley
because they wanted to party on the took the stage after DiCuirci and
first Monday night of the quarter.
Crosson. “I ’m just so excited to be
Senior Paul DeKrayter said, “I here,” Hughes said. McAuley said,
heard that’s where the party’s at.” “This is an opportunity that I see
Ryan Vogel, a freshman, came
that I want to take advantage of.”
for the same reason: “Because this
To the surprise of many, Jeff
is where the party is.”
Motter and Meghan Lemke entered
SGA chaplain Jason Malone
on the back of two motorcycles.
brought the group into focus before
Wearing leather jackets, they saun
Rexford and the band led everyone
tered onstage to reveal their Motterin singing “Lean on Me.” The band
L em ke T -sh irts. A fter b rie f
featured Scott Shaw in a rendition
comments from both candidates,
of “Summer of ‘69" just before SGA
Motter closed by saying, “And al
President Scott Van Loo set the
ways remember— experience mat
mood for the evening: “T onight...
ters,” he said.
we’re gonna’ have a big party!”
Christina Riley and Jenni West
Dr. Dixon spoke briefly on his
closed the campaign speeches. Riley
excitement at the drive to encour
said, “We need to expand our hori
age students to vote, a habit that
they should develop both now and zons.”
Different candidates offered their
in the future. “I believe that it’s
great for you to be interested in ... opinion of the New SGA. Secre
getting out there to encourage other tarial candidate Reitz said, “I think
it’s going to open a lot of communi
students to vote.”
The four candidates for secretary cation between organizations and
entered the platform together. SGA.”
“I love the idea of it being stream
Patricia Hershberger, ClarissaBand,
lined
and the fact that the Vice Presi
Kelly Reitz, and Kelly Ford, a se
dent
has more respect than just
nior Professional Writing major in
Homecoming,”
Lemke said.
troduced themselves and answered
DiCuirci
said,
“It sounds like it’s
a few questions from Malone.
going
to
unify
the
student body.
Each set of candidates were sepa
That’s
what
we’re
looking
to do.”
rated by a musical interlude and a
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H aven't Been There, W e love C edarville in the springtim e
H aven't Done That
Lisa N. Walker

Bachcl J. (Stewart

■

Yo-Yo Ma!!! I performs a special benefit concert at Dayton Memo
rial Hall, 125 E. First St., on May 7, Concert begins at 7:00 p.m. with
A and AA ticket dessert reception following. Call (937) 224-9000
for info. $8-$85.
Adrica’s Italian Restaurant, 934 Hatch St. (St. Gregory St.),
Cincinnati,(513) 721-5329. “Funky” basic Southern Italian; the
best Greek pizza in OH; great calzones; outdoor patio. $13
Columbus Crew in action at home on April 11 against New
England. Game starts at 7:30 p.m. Call (614) 431-3600 or
www.ticketmaster.com for tickets. For group rates, call (614) 221CREW or www.thecrew.com. Tickets range from $ 1 1-$15.
Aralia, 815 Elm St. (9th St.), Cincinnati, (513) 723-1217. Homey
atmosphere; Cincy’s first Sri Lankan hub. $16
Grease will be staged at Taft Theatre, 317 E. St., Cincinnati, (513)
562-4949 April 7-14. Tickets run $14-$52.
Bistro Glgi, 6904 Wooster Rd. (Plainville Rd.), Mariemont,
(513)272-4444. Fabulous French fare; moderate prices.
Les Miserables at Ohio Theatre, 39 E. State St., Columbus. April
14-19. Call (614) 431-3600 for tickets. $15-$49.
BOCA, 4034 Hamilton Ave. (Blue Rock Rd.), Cincinnati, (533)
542-2022. Imaginative cooking; m odest prices. Grab your
Birkenstocks and head on over, it will only cost you $20.
Dayton Philharm onic O rchestra features Charles Rosen on the
piano April 22. Song's performed include: Smetana, From Bohemia’s
Meadows and Forests-, Shumann, Piano Concerto and Strauss,
Death and Transfiguration. Concert starts at 8:00 p.m. at Dayton
Memorial Hall, 125 E. First St. Call (937) 224-9000for tickets. $12$209.
Bexley’s M onk, 2232 E. Main St. (College Ave.), Columbus, (614)
239-6665. Good seafood; great pasta; creative pizzas. Very eclectic
fare. $24.
The Stained Glass T our featuring Clay Crosse, Jaci Velasquez,
and Sunday Drive. April 25,7:00 p.m., Veteran’s Memorial Audi
torium, Columbus. Tickets available at Ticketmaster or to charge
by phone call (614) 431-3600. For further info., call (614)8635003. Tickets $11-$16.

Columnist
Nothing is quite so peculiar as the
annual awakening on Cedarville’s
campus. I am under the impression
that some students really do store up
food over the Christmas holiday
and subsequently hibernate through
all of Winter Quarter. Sometimes I
think that I am one of those people.
Suddenly, as the temperature climbs
and the sun begins to shine with
fervor once more, I begin to see
people regularly that I forgot even
went to school here.
Each year, in a matter of days,
southwestern Ohio goes from cold
and windy to warm and . . . well,
windy. This inevitably recharges
the vitality into student life: the stuff
Cedarville promotional pictures are
made of. In short, cabin fever
changes to spring fever.
This general giddiness is not lim
ited to this campus, however. On
one of last week’s sunny days, I
took a wrong turn on Erma Bombeck
Drive and cut through the housing
around the University of Dayton.
Every front porch was strewn about
with male students, talking and
laughing with the scores of co-eds
on in-line skates. Driving through
these neighborhoods was like mas
tering adriving simulator that throws
runners and random college stu
dents into the road without warn
ing.
But enough about other schools.
After all, what touches each of us
here is not intercollegiate compari
sons, but Cedarville’s inrra-collegiate metamorphosis. Therefore,
after combining my ideas with sev
eral other brainstorming experts, I
have compiled a list of the top 10
local events that usher in the vernal
equinox.
Or, in other words, “How I Know

•NOW OPEN*

Chef-O-Nette, 2090 Tremont Ctr. (Tremont Rd.), Columbus,
(614) 488-8444. Fun fifties diner—great prices. $7.

THE A LL N EW

CEDARVILLE CAR WASH

*

Ohio Caverns, Located on St. Rt. 245, four miles east of West
Liberty. Tours given from 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Group rates avail
able. Call (513) 465-4017.
Crook’s Barbecue, 1049 College Ave. (Livingston Ave.), Bexley,
(614) 239-1881. Unparalleled barbecue; great pork shoulder sand
wiches. Spotty hours and limited seating—call ahead. $7.

You Can’t Take it With You at Town Hall Theatre, 27 N. Main St.,
Centerville, (937)433-8957. May 8, 9 , 15,16 at 8:00 p.m.; May 10
and 17 at 3:00 p.m. Funny; well worth seeing. $9.
Blue Dog Cafe, 4 Riverplace (Emmit St.), Dayton, (937)224-0535.
The only restaurant in Dayton with a riverside view. Live jazz on
weekends. Moderate pricing.
The Indianapolis Zoo, 1200 W. Washington St., Indianapolis.
Call (317) 630-2001 for info. Group rates available.____________

Springtime Has Arrived at Cedar
ville College”:
John Grapentine sightings.
As soon as thermometer rises above
65 degrees, John and his guitar be
gin to mysteriously appear on street
comers all over campus.
Shiny, happy people. When
it’s cold, people often walk with
heads down and arms folded, brac
ing themselves against the wind. At
these moments, talking is much too
cumbersome. Suddenly, in the
springtime, it feels good to be out
side, and it even feels good to say
hello to strangers or former small
group members.
Maybe it really is gourmet
In the spring, Chucks’ food tastes
better. Frankly, after walking 10
minutes in sub-zero temperatures,
anything but New Y ork Strip would
be a letdown. When the trip to din
ner is comfortable, even pleasant,
we do not place such high demands
on the cuisine. Spring is also the
time of year that students begin to
take ice cream out of the cafeteria
en masse. Those who are repri
manded at the exit door should be
thankful that Chuck does not em
ploy the old Arabian technique of:
“You take food—you lose hand!”
Now, how did that saran
wrap get there? I was warned as a
freshman of the increase in pranks
in the springtime. The people that
warned me subsequently stole my
mattress and poured hot chocolate
powder into my shower. If you live
in Brock, of course, any season is
an opportune time to do something
weird.
Rollerblade Central. Warm
weather seems to inspire students
to take up wheels: biking, in-line
skating, and erratic driving. These
are fine, in and of themselves. But I
have seen some ugly accidents in

ii

7 N. MAIN ST. * Cedarville, Oh.
1 block South of Star Bank

11 OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY - 7DAYS

Cedarville Self-Storage
31 SOUTH MILLER STREET
SIZES AVAILABLE:
5X10,10X10,10X20
FOR INFORMATION CALL: 766-9780
OW NED AND OPERATED BY
SCOTT AND BETTY JEAN BALDWIN

volving the clash of these noninvincibles, with outcomes ranging
from shouting to an ambulance.
Beware.
New world odor. Things come
back to life in spring. This means
that the air on campus is perfumed
once again with the smell of grass,
flowers, .budding trees, and lake
stench.
Lawnmower Man. I am not
speaking of something scary. ...
Well, maybe I am. Part of the ambi
ence of Cedarville in the spring
time is the ever-present drone of the
lawnmowers. The other tell-tale
sound of spring is the tornado drill
sirens that go off during 12:00
classes.
Cedarville Botanical Gar
dens. There are times when I have
thought the Cedarville horticultur
ists to be a bit over-zealous. But
since the finished product is always
so pleasant, who am I to complain
that the flower beds are revamped
every week or so? It really makes
the campus look lovely. Just please
do not hit me as you careen down
the sidewalk in your nifty golf cart,
Mr. Flower Guy.
Summer dresses pass. But
they do not always pass dress code.
As the temperature goes up, so do
skirt length and demerits. But for all
students, male and female, Spring
Quarter wardrobe is a reaffirmation
that, “Yes, I have arms, legs, and
toes; and the world shall know of
it!”
Love is here to stay . . . (at
least until June 6). Anyone who
has been on campus in the spring
knows that this is the quarter of
loooove (insert Barry White voice).
This can be both beautiful or dis
gusting, depending on many fac
tors that I do not have column space
to describe. Some students have
found lasting love because of Spring
Quarter romance; others have found
their love to be lasting until some
where in the early part of the sum
mer when they realize that they
merely loved seeing one another
every day in IBS.
Fact of the day: Pliny believed
that the souls of the dead resided in
beans (courtesy Mr. Smarty Pants
h t t p : / / w w w .a u s c h r o n .c o m /
mrpants).

EARN
$750- $1500/ Week
Raise all the money your
student group needs by
sponsoring a VISA Fund
raiser on your campus. N<
investment & very little tin
needed. There's no obliga
tion, so why not call for
information today.
Call 1-800-393 -8 4 5 4 v Q5

1
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M issions C onference sparks largest student response in years
Josh Kimmel
Columnist
Some have referred to it as a “genu
ine revival” among the students. Dr.
Dixon referred to it as “the greatest
Missions Conference that we’ve ever
had.” Professors raved about the
morning and evening meetings as
well as the daily seminars with the
different mission agencies. More
than 506 students went forward to
pray during the invitation on Thurs
day night.
This year’s Missions Conference
began on Monday, March 23. Rev.
George Murray, the general director
of TEAM, was the keynote speaker
for the week. Murray spent the first
part of the week establishing the
sovereignty of Christ. He argued
from this basis the logical necessity
of evangelism on the part of the
believer, to all people in the world.
Murray effectively unpacked his Dr. George M urray spoke every night of this year's Missions conference. He ended
message throughout the week from with an appeal to give God control of your life. Photo by D. Blackburn.
the Monday evening meeting to the
very powerful Thursday evening powerful. Each morning a differ ministry, their lives, and how God
ent speaker took the platform, each has used them to affect others. Dr.
service.
The morning services were equally with a unique message about their Harry Ambacher from ABWE in

Eli fails both doctrinally and musically
Josh kimmel
Columnist.
It has been drawn to my attention
that I write very many positive re
views of bands. There is a good
reason for this: I’ve only been re
viewing bands that I enjoy or can at
least tolerate. Because of the over
whelming demand for a negative
review, this week’s review should
satisfy.
The CD is called “Things I Prayed
For” by Eli. Not a band, just a per
son. The CD was produced by David
Zaffiro, Dan Brock, and Eddie
DeGarmo (DeGarmo and Key). The
album was released on Forefront
Records. Honestly now, I haven’t
heard this much digitized junk
stuffed into 45 minutes in a long
time.
The CD has two high points. First,
the CD is only 45 minutes instead of
a possible 60 or more and thankfully
not a double CD. The other high
point is the sixth track on the CD,
“Morning Has Broken.” This song
was popularized in the sixties by an
artist who used to be called Cat
Stevens (he now has a very long
Muslim name). What makes this
song worth listening to is its decid
edly Christian overtones, as well as
solid sixties-ish orchestration. How
ever, Eli’s version is almost exactly
like the original, tempting me to not
want to refer to it as cover, but it is.
As for the rest of the album, can
we say unoriginal? Lyrically speak
ing, each track is remarkably simi-

lar, not necessarily in idea, but sim
ply in form. Each song has a little
hook phrase such as, “The Lumber
Song,” which is about not doing
enough on earth to warrant a big
mansion in heaven. “King of the
Hill” is about things that Jesus
might have been thinking while up
on the cross. I find this song espe
cially disturbing because Eli seems
to separate Christ’s humanity from
his Deity.
The fourth track, “Tired Shoes,”
reminds me of a song by Wayne
Watson, “The Old Violin.” It’s a
poor copy really. Eli uses the meta
phor of old shoes of all different
kinds to describe the uniqueness of
all believers and how we all wear
out with time.
“Letters” is a metaphor for pray
ing to God, or rather, for forgetting
to pray to God. The seventh track,
“Captain,” seems like a not-socleverly stolen line from Walt
Whitman’s “Oh Captain, My Cap
tain.” You can probably guess what
this song is about. Just think ship
wrecks and storms on the sea.
I found the last track on the al
bum thoroughly upsetting. It’s
called “God Weeps Too.” In this
song, Eli tries to reconcile God’s
sovereignty over everything in this
world and the fact that bad things
happen to good people. His solu
tion: It makes God sad, too, that
bad things happen. God weeps, too.
Here is a verse: “For every survi
vor o f the wickedness o f man/
whether you’re a black man or a

Jew/ some people kill in Jesus’
name/ He is not the one to blame/
cause even God weeps too.” I’m
not sure if this is the correct under
standing of God’s sovereignty.
Eli is not original musically ei
ther. He seems to blend two or three
separate traditions into a new and
more boring fourth. There are ele
ments of country or rock-a-billy, as
well as a traditional adult contem
porary sounds such as might be
found in the music of J ames T ay lor.
He has the same accent and sound
of voice as the guy from Jars of
Clay or maybe one of the male
vocalists from Caedmon’s Call.
However, Eli’s voice is a little more
solid and mature. The music is gen
erally acoustic with a little bit of
electric guitar behind it at times and
keyboards occasionally. For the
most part, his songs are set in an
anthem form: quiet, sometimes mi
nor key verses and powerful, often
major key choruses.
Basically, I didn’t really find
much redeeming about this CD.
When I finished listening to it, I
was glad it was given to me instead
of my having bought it. There’s
better music out there for you to
buy. Much, much better music.

Genre:

Not-so-thoughtful adult
contemporary
Josh’s Rating: 1 dairy bar (on a
20 dairy bar scale, 20 being best)

Hong Kong described his ministry
on Tuesday, March 24. The presi
dent of Baptist Mid-Missions, Dr.
Gary Anderson, spoke on Wednes
day, March 25. On Thursday, former
Cedarville College student Nadine
Hennessey from ABWE related how
God brought her through the trial of
her husband's early death, in what
was probably the most emotionally
wrenching service of the week.
Ray Rising from Wycliffe spoke
on Friday, March 27. Rising told the
campus body about his capture by
Colombian Guerillas in 1994 and
his release 810 days later. Rising
was able to share the gospel with
almost all of the men that he came in
contact with.
Matt Palombo, a junior history
major and chairman of the Advisory
Seven, was impressed with the logi
cal flow of Murray’s messages. “He
started with Colossians 1, which
really is the best explanation of
Christ, and his whole message fol
lowed logically from there.”
Palombo was also happy about
the different seminars during the
week. “Some people were definitely
trying to sell their ministries, but
mostly there was a lot of very good
interaction,” he said.
Junior history/philosophy major
Kevin Meadows was impressed for
much the same reasons as Palombo.
“I liked the fact that his [Murray’s]

reasoning for evangelization was
not an emotional plea, but more of
a reasonable argument.”
Though for the most part Mead
ows was pleased with how the con
ference went, he did express some
concern about the Thursday night
service. “M urray said that we
needed to view our life as a blank
slate that God will write upon. I
agree completely with this. But he
went on to say that perhaps we
should not plan on staying here, but
be willing to go. Instead, he claimed
that perhaps we should plan on go
ing away for missions and if the
Lord keeps us here, then that is fine.
I ’m just not sure that everyone needs
to plan on foreign missions,” Mead
ows said.
Be that as it may, many students
were encouraged toward missions
as a result of this conference. And
that really is the point of this confer
ence. True, not everyone will be
called to leave one’s country to evan
gelize; however, evangelism is one
of God’s greatest commandments
and it does bring glory to God. That
was Murray’s point, as well as
everyone else who spoke in chapel.
While we may all not cross the
oceans to witness to the world, there
is not a single person anywhere that
does not need to hear the message
of the Gospel.
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CedarviUe SIFE first-

IBM hires professional writing majors
Joy Wickholm

runner up in com petition
Michelle Hoppe
Contributing Writer
CedarviUe’s newly formed Stu
dents In Free Enterprise (SIFE)
organization received first runnerup March 20-21 at a competition in
Cleveland. The team competed
against 18 colleges from Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Canada, and other
areas. Rob Mulvaney, one of the
leaders of the SIFE team, said, “We
are extremely pleased with the out
come and recognition from the
competition. Our hard work and
efforts really paid off in the sense
that we have a trophy to motivate
our team for the years to come.”
Some of the projects that SIFE
developed and presented include
the tax assistance program, gov
ernment awareness education pro
gram s,
and
the
X enia
Stay-in-school program. Some se
nior accounting majors helped stu
dents complete their tax forms and
educated them on how to prepare
their own tax return for the follow
ing year.
Trevor Batt, leader of the tax
team, appreciates the opportunity
to help others. “We were able to
assist many students in a one-onone situation and teach the prin
ciples of taxation to them,” he said.
Other CedarviUe students involved
taught a governm ent class in
Springfield, while Jr. Achievement,
a similar SIFE organization for
high-school students, was recon
structed in other area schools. Ryan
Anderson, leader of the Junior
Achievement Team, said, “It was
very challenging and rewarding to

work with local high school stu
dents on the basic concepts of Ameri
can capitalism.”
SIFE enables college students
from any major to promote the free
enterprise system while attempting
to earn money for their college. Sam
Walton, former head of the WalMart chain, started the SIFE founda
tion which gives money to colleges
and universities whose students pro
mote free enterprise. SIFE programs
are intended to educate students,
entrepreneurs, teachers, and the gen
eral public in the principles of free
enterprise.
“Our team took the motto ‘Cedarville was SIFE before SIFE was
SIFE,’” Mulvaney said. This will
also be the motto for the coming
year.
Many projects will be developed
this quarter to be used for next years
competition. “We are really excited
about what the CedarviUe SIFE team
is going to accomplish this next
year,” Rebecca Fissel said. Some of
the new projects will include a threeon-three tournament held in Xenia
with participation of a sports celeb
rity, educational programs with lo
cal schools, and continuation of
projects that were started last year.
“The group started out with 8 stu
dents but has grown to an enthusias
tic and motivated team of 35,”
Mulvaney said. “We are looking to
expand to more than 100 students
for the upcoming school year.”
Anyone who is interested in join
ing should contact the SIFE organi
zation at SIFE@cedarville.edu.

•Adolescent M edicine
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•Aduttand Geriatric Mecfldne • Physical Exarris/Schoote
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Karen A. Harlan,
M.D.
Holistic Medicine
256-9700
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News Editor
Today, three seniors moved from
Cedarville to Raleigh-Durham,
North Carolina to begin real, pro
fessional employment with IBM in
R esearch Triangle Park. Brad
Bartlett, Blake Goulefte, and An
gela Lenhart are professional writ
ing majors who have the unique
privilege of starting in their field
before they receive their bachelor’s
degrees. Each student will com
plete their degree requirements
through out-of-class work and in
dependent studies, returning in June
to graduate with the rest of the class
of 1998.
Bartlett originally applied to IBM
last spring during his search for an
internship. Cedarville has several
alumni currently employed with
IBM, serving as valuable contacts
for current students. Bartlett ben
efited from this contact and was
able to line up an internship for the
summer. However, he did not end
up taking the job, instead remaining
in the Cedarville area and working
on campus. This turned out to be a
wise decision because that position
was discontinued.
When an opportunity for another
co-op, or internship, arose this win
ter, his contact, 1996 graduate Jodi
Delich-Pait, emailed Bartlett to fax
his resume to her immediately. That
week, Professor Sandra Harner

heard from the supervisor in search
of interns, Thommie O’Neal, who
said the department was very inter
ested in hiring the students.
Goulette said, “IBM was most
concerned about us still being in
school. They wanted to know if we
would be willing to just pick up and
move down there as soon as every
thing was approved. O’Neal called
our professor to see if she could
work out classes and credits so we
could still graduate, but do our work
from North Carolina.”
Goulette’s contact with IBM
came through Delich-Pait as well,
though in slightly different circum
stances. She had contacted him for
help with some JavaScript (a web
page language), which he was able
to figure out for her. She remem
bered him when the job opened up
and emailed him along with Lenhart
and Bartlett.
Lenhart hoped to find work in the
south, so she too had contacted
Delich-Pait to let her know if any
thing opened up. She had been con
ducting her job search in the Ohio
area as well as in the southern states
until contacted.
The three filled out applications
for IBM, Federal Expressing them
to the Human Resources depart
ment. This department somehow
never received the applications.
Bartlett said that this convinced him
that God was in control and really

wanted them out in North Carolina.
Another miracle within this process
was that IBM decided they wanted
to hire all three students, which
meant they did not have to compete
against one another.
Each one spoke in a phone inter
view with O ’Neal, answering gen
eral questions about themselves and
their courses and experience. Later,
O ’Neal t<?ld Harner that if she had
to spend a half hour speaking to
three total strangers, she could not
think of any better people.
After the phone interviews, the
waiting began.
Bartlett said, “We expected to
find out by the end of the week, but
she [O’Neal] called the next day to
say we’d have to wait until March 1.
They still had to get approval for the
co-op positions from upper man
agement.”
March 1 came and went, and nei
ther Hamer nor the students heard a
thing. Finally Harner spoke to
O ’Neal right before spring break,
but the news was the same. They
knew nothing certain yet. O’Neal
was positive about the situation, but
things could still go either way.
Everyone left for spring break
still with no idea what would hap
pen, with Harner checking her an
swering machines daily, and the
students trying not to think about it.
Half way through spring break, the

Continued on Page 8

Philadelphia trip offers histoiy credits
Carol Marks
Lead Writer
Many students think very little
about spending $748 for a 4-hour
class. In addition to paying for 4
history credits, $748 could also
pay all travel and lodging expenses
for a trip to Philadelphia. Dr. James
McGoldrick, Professor of History,
and Dr. J. Murray Murdoch, Pro
fessor of Social Science and His
tory, are offering their annual
guided tour of Philadelphia to the
entire student body, faculty, and
staff.
The tour begins on Aug. 25 and
ends on Sept. 3. McGoldrick and
Murdoch will emphasize the colo
nial period of American history,
but they will take their group to
historical sites from other periods
of history as well.
“I think that all American citi
zens ought to become familiar with
the birthplace of their nation, and
that is Philadelphia,” McGoldrick
said. “[There’s] just a marvelous
variety of things to do.”
Students (and any faculty or staff
who go) can anticipate visits to
Independence Hall, the Liberty
Bell, Washington’s Crossing, and

various other historical spots. The
tour also includes a trip outside
Philadelphia to Valley Forge, the
sight of a crucial victory for George
Washington and the American army
during the Revolutionary War.
Elfreth’s Alley, the oldest residen
tial street; the College of Physicians
of Philadelphia, founded in 1787;
and the Thaddeus Kosciuszko Na
tional Memorial, in memory of a
Polish man who was instrumental
in the pivotal battle at Saratoga, are
also places the Cedarville tour will
visit.
In order to earn the 4 history
credits, students choose from a list
of 20 or 30 books and write 4 book
reviews over the summer. The tour
does involve on-sight lectures by
Murdoch and McGoldrick, but the
professors do not give any exams.
“There’s nothing I don’t like
about it [the Philadelphia tour],”
McGoldrick said. This tour is a
homecoming for both Murdoch and
McGoldrick. McGoldrick was bom
in William Penn’s city and still has
many relatives there, including his
parents. Although he was not bom
in Philadelphia, Murdoch spent
some of his childhood in “The City

of Brotherly Love,” as some like to
call it.
The first Philadelphia Tour was
in 1975; the professors intended it
to be a one-time celebration of the
nation’s bi-centennial birthday.
Because of the popularity of the
tour, however, McGoldrick and
Murdoch continue to offer the tour
more than 2 0 years later. “W edon’t
restrict it to students, but we de
signed it for students,” McGoldrick
said. In the past, other professors
have joined the group.
Registering at the office of the
Department of Social Sciences and
History and paying a non-refund
able, non-transferable deposit of
$100 are the only requirements to
join the Philadelphia Tour. The bal
ance of the payment—$648—is due
in mid-August. Participants must
pay for all meals except breakfast
plus the minimal entrance fees re
quired at a few of the historic sites.
A maximum of 30 people, includ
ing McGoldrick and Murdoch, may
go on the trip. While openings ex
ist, McGoldrick recommends reg
istering as soon as possible since
the tour group usually fills during
April.
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Find healthy and creative
food in Chuck's cafeteria
Ruthanne Pierson
Staff Writer
It’s the beginning of another quar
ter, and you know w hat that
means— more hot dogs and ravioli
at Chuck’s. But before you begin an
early fast, consider a few healthy
and just plain fun options. So, how
can you maneuver your way through
Chuck’s and tantalize those taste
buds without spending every meal
at the ice-cream bar?
Breakfast is the meal of champi
ons. If you're going to eat fatty, do
it at breakfast. An old adage states,
“Eat breakfast like a king, lunch
like a prince, and dinner like a pau
per.” This statement rings true when
one considers that the body needs
the bulk of its energy at the begin
ning of the day.
Oatmeal: I know it sounds like
cruel and unusual torture at
Grandma’s, but it can be tasty with
a sprinkle of golden brown sugar, a
drizzle of light honey, or a spoonful
of raisins. Try cutting up fresh apples
with a little cinnamon sugar.
Bagels'. Everyone loves bagels,
but after your 467th, they can seem
less than desirable. Try (if you can
make it to breakfast before 8:00
a.m. or brunch on Saturday) top
ping your bagel with eggs and
melted mozzarella cheese. Eggs are
actually a protein product, so they
can substitute for fattier meats like
bacon and sausage. If you’re a late
riser and barely even make it to
Chuck’s before chapel, then try the
apple butter or honey instead of
butter and cream cheese.
Lunch : Often hectic, this meal
should not be overlooked. The sand
wich line provides a plethora of
opportunity. Always get the leaf
lettuce from the sandwich line be
cause it is often healthier and greener
(thus providing more nutrients). An
other helpful hint: choose your salad
greens from the Caesar salad bar—
they are greener and, again, more
nutritious. The ice-burg lettuce that
is used in the other salad bars is
mostly water with very little nutri
tional value.
Vegetarian sandwich: For all you
veggie lovers, try taking the whole
wheat bread (the bread slicer will
give you a generous portion if you

ask) and melt white cheese on top.
Then add fresh sprouts, cucumbers,
tomatoes, pickle, and a little zesty
ranch dip for flavor. It makes a
great sandwich along with a cup of
soup.
. .
.
Chuck’s Chili: If you’re a hearty
beef-eater, try the chili (on the days
that it’s nice and thick) and sprinkle
with shredded cheddar cheese and
diced onions. Add two saltines for
flavor.
Mexican Fiesta: One more op
tion. Try a taco salad for lunch. Get
lettuce greens from the Caesar salad
bar and add the seasoned ground
beef from the Mexican bar. Then
add shredded cheese, diced toma
toes, salsa (found in the sandwich/
pizza pocket line), olives, and a
dollop of sour cream. Frame with a
border of the round tortilla chips.
It’s pretty and fun to eat.
Dinner: Probably the greatest
hurdle for those with an aversion to
gravy. How do we avoid soaking
our food in fatty liquid? First of all,
write Chuck and beg him for more
grilled meat. But here are some
other options while we wait for a
response.
Shrimp Penne: Take the penne
noodles (or whatever noodles are
available from the pasta bar that
night) and a bowl to mix your spa
ghetti sauce with fresh shrimp from
the wok bar. Add some parmesan
cheese to your sauce/shrimp mix
ture and heat in the microwave for
one minute. Pour over your noodles
for a little variety in your meal. You
can also grill fresh broccoli, onions,
and mushrooms for a vegetarian
pasta.
Rice Krispy Treats: Okay, the
dishpit people will hate you, but a
low calorie dessert that is definitely
fun to make is Rice Krispy Treats.
Take a large bowl, and melt a table
spoon of butter for 30 seconds into
the bottom. Add rice krispies and
marshmallows and heat in the mi
crowave until the marshmallows
begin to puff. Stir together and en
joy. You can add chocolate chips or
sprinkles for fun.
Even though we’re at Chuck’s
and we know the hot dogs are on
their way, try a few of these options
or create your own meals.

Paula Kordic
E x p e r ie n c e d • R e fe r e n ce s A v a ila b le

(9 3 7 ) 766-5117
V_______________ -_________________J

Microwave Journalism
W orld News

Senate unanimously
approves IRS reform

Judge throws out
Paula Jones case
In a surprise victory for President Bill Clinton,
the judge presiding over Paula Jones’ sexual ha
rassment and employment discrimination lawsuit
against the president threw out the entire case
Wednesday.
'
Judge Susan Webber Wright granted Clinton’s
motion for summary judgement, agreeing that Jones
failed to produce enough evidence support her
charges. The decision was first met with disbelief
by the president, who initially wondered if the news
was an April Fool’s joke.
Wright’s 40-page ruling, dismissing all three
counts against Clinton, said Jones’ allegations fell
“far short” of what was required under the law to
support her claim of “outrage” and there were no
“genuine issues” worthy of a trial.
Jones, a former Arkansas state employee, claims
then-Gov. Clinton asked her for oral sex in a Little
Rock hotel in 1991. The suit alleged Clinton’s
actions amounted to sexual harassment, resulted in
job discrimination against Jones and made her feel
“emotional outrage.” Clinton denied any wrongdo
ing. The lawsuit had been scheduled to go to trial
May 27.

The Internal Revenue Service has received unani
mous approval from the Senate Finace Committee
to make the IRS more "taxpayer friendly."
The Committee voted 20-0 to endorse these
changes. The full senate should vote on the issue in
late April after another set of hearings. This bill will
also exrtend dozens of new rights for taxpayers.
One of the benefits of this legislation is to shift
the burden o f proof from the taxpayer to the IRS
itself. This means that once a case goes tocourt, the
ERS has to prove its case against the defendent,
rather than vice versa.
This Senate vote follows the House’s version of
IRS reform which they passed last November. The
bill’s sponsors praised the vote highly and were
very encouraged about its success.
One difficulty to this process will be the Service’s
aging computer system. This may delay improve
ments for several years while the computers and
programs are upgraded.

-Compiled by staff from CNN news

Local News
Israel rejects another
UN peace resolution
Israel’s “security Cabinet” approved on
Wednesday a 20-year-old U.N. resolution calling
for Israel’s withdrawal from Lebanon, but Beirut
immediately rejected conditions attached to the
pullout offer.
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu announced
that members had, for the first time, approved U.N.
Resolution 425 which was adopted jn 1978 and
calls on Israel to withdraw its troops “ forthwith”
from Lebanon.
The Israeli decision links any withdrawal from
the Israeli occupation zone in southern Lebanon to
Lebanese guarantees that the border area will not
be used by guerrilla groups to attack Israel.
“We call on the Lebanese government to enter
negotiations” on the security arrangem ents,
Netanyahu said, admitting that “this could take
some time.”
Netanyahu’s government said acceptance of
Israel’s offer would allow Lebanon to restore its
sovereignty in the south.

Beans 'n' Cream
offers free delivery
Andrea Caybr___________
(Staff Writer
Beans V Cream now delivers throughout the
Cedarville area. For arty order of $10 or more,
Beans V Cream will deliver your fresh food and/
or beverage at no additional charge.
The coffeehouse, which has been in business
since Fall Quarter, serves a variety of gourmet and
flavored coffees and teas. In addition to listing hot
and cold drinks, the Beans ‘n’ Cream menu also
includes soups, bagels, bagel sandwiches, and
more—all prepared locally.
Beans’n'Cream will soon add a new type of
beverage. Made with fresh fruit and ice cream,
“Smoothies” will add a new variety to the beverage
menu.
For those who have not visited the coffeehouse
recently, Beans ‘n ’ Cream has expanded seating
into the adjacent frame shop for studying and
quieter conversation. On the weekends, this room
provides the stage for local musicians.
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SportsandLeisure
Yellow Jackets host outdoor track m eet as the season w arm s up
Christina Abbs
Staff Writer
Starting off the spring track sea
son, Cedarville College hosted its
first outdoor track meet of the year
on March 28.
Because it was a non-scoring
meet, officials did not calculate team
totals. The track teams hosted Mi
ami University, Wittenberg Uni
versity, Roberts Wesleyan, Grace
C ollege,
M orehead
State,
Wilmington College, Tiffin Uni
versity, M idway College, and
Houghten College.
Top women performers included
Becky Jordan in the 3,000 meter
run and 5,000 meter run; Jennifer
Heinrich, 400 meter hurdles; Kristen
Nichols, 400 meter hurdles; Sandy
Swales, Hammer Throw; and Lind
say Mitchell, triple jump.
Top male performers included
Cliff.Reynold, 400 low hurdles; Joel Nehus, 800 meter run.
The Jackets competed in this
Peterson, 3,000 meter steeplechase;
Chris Leverette, long jump; Dan home meet before going on the road
Hudson, javelin throw; Ben Thomp for the rest of the season.
Head Coach Paul Orchard said
son, 10,000 meter run; and Eddie

Orchard’s goals for the season
that the meet at Miami University,
located in Oxford, Ohio, will be one are w inning the MOC and
of the tougher meets, because all the NCCAA meets for both the men
other schools are NCAA division I and women. The men’s team is
coming off of last year’s third
schools except for Cedarville.

place finish in both the NCCAA and
MOC. The women are trying to ac
complish the same success as last year
in which they placed second at the
MOC meet and received a first place
finish at the NCCAA meet.
According to Orchard, he expects
key athletes on the men’s team to be
Linton Ellis in sprints, Hudson in
throwing events, and Dave Rea for
middle distances. As for the women’s
team, he expects key athletes to in
clude Jordan and Rachelle Elder in
distance running, Mitchell in the triple
jump and high jump, Swales in the
hammer throw, and Jodi Quint for the
javelin.
Orchard sees team strength in dis
tance running for both men and
women, throwing events for men and
women, and sprinting events for the
men. Orchard does see some areas
that he believes need improvement. “I
would like to see more consistency in
the performances from week to week
from all athletes,” Orchard said.
The team will travel to Wittenberg
College on Saturday, April 4.______

NCAA delivers March Madness drama M en dust off rackets for
opening o f tennis season
Pete Bednarek

Sports Writer
It is April, which means the
NCAA has had its madness and
crowned its champion. Unfortu
nately, most of the so-called dedi
cated sports fans have already
transferred their viewing allegiance
to the crack of the bat on opening
day. But before spring is truly
sprung, the basketball season de
serves some closure.
According to one ESPN Internet
pole, a strong majority of viewers
found this tournament the best ever.
Controversy over teams not invited
to the field of 64 was minimal.
Great upsets and buzzer-beaters
spoiled many bracket predictions
every night of the first and second
rounds.
This Dance was a refreshing
change from recent years. Three of
four number one seeds did not make
the trip to San Antonio. Had
Stanford maintained their lead on
Kentucky, the championship game
would have featured 2 number-3
seed teams. As it was, the Wildcats
made it a 2 vs. 3 contest.
The games provided all the drama
fans expect (and broadcasters thrive
on). Who can forget Valparaiso’s
exciting sprint to the Sweet 16 on
the heroics of the father-son tandem
of Bryce and Homer Drew? Or the
University of Rhode Island’s defeat
of Valparaiso to enter the Elite 8 or
their regrettable performance when

they relinquished a 6-point lead to
Stanford in the last 38 seconds?
The event not being complete
without a fair share of quick fizzles,
Kansas offered itself once again as
the prime sacrifice, fueling the voice
of those that cry overrated about the
Big 12. It is hard to argue when the
performances of the Oklahoma and
Oklahoma State are tossed into the
mix.
The responsibility for ruining my
picks should not be shouldered
solely by Kansas. Cincinnati sput
tered and UCLA did not exactly
meet the expectations most have
had since Toby Bailey’s freshman
year. It was no surprise that Michi
gan was halted on a night when
Lewis Bullock was 6 for 29 from
the field.
Rick Majueras proved his coach
ing prowess in skillfully directing
the Utes to the championship on
hard work, great defense and tough
rebounding. Utah claimed they had
only packed for one night as they
moved through one opponent after
another. Number 1 seed North Caro
lina was their final hurdle to the
championship game, and they si
lenced the Tarheel’s marquis play
ers throughout the game.
Kentucky looked as if they were
going to go the way of other highseeded teams but were able to earn
and maintain their name as the
“Comeback Cats of 98.” Finishing
the season on a 13-game win streak,

they triumphed 10 out of 12 games
this season in which they trailed at
halftime. On Monday night, they
stared at a 10-pt. deficit at intermis
sion with Utah. They became the
first team to ever return from a such
a halftime differential.
The Cats seemed to have Utah's
number. Maybe it's just Rick Pitino
that does. Kentucky has slammed
the door on Utah’s tournament
dreams in three of the Utes’ last four
attempts. How could Rick Pitino do
this without coaching this year? Was
it not the infinite wisdom of Pitino
to red-shirt Kentucky guard Jeff
Shepherd last year because he felt
Shepherd had NBA potential? That
is the same Shepherd who tallied 41
points in 2 games in the Final Four
and was named MVP of the NCAA
Championship.
March was different this year—
in many ways. It renewed interest
and hopes to have teams like Utah
and Kentucky survive the process
of elimination. But before you go
filling out your brackets for next
year, consider this:Teams like North
Carolina and Arizona do not just
disappear, and it would be a grave
oversight to think that Duke will not
strike hard with their arsenal of fresh
men. For now the madness has sub
sided, and this one will go down as
a special year for comebacks, un
derdogs, buzzer-beaters, and great
NCAA basketball.

Erin Doss
Staff Writer
The men’s tennis team began
their 1998 season during spring
break in Hilton Head, S. Car.
The Jackets played a close
match with Merrimack College
(MA), losing 5-4. Juniors Brian
Wilbur and Matt Taylor scored
singles and doubles wins over
Merrimack, with junior Reuben
Duncan and sophomore James
Metsger also pairing up for a
win. The Jackets then defeated
Heidelberg College (OH), 6-3.
Carl Weise, Eric McVey, Matt
Taylor, Reuben Duncan and
James Metsger posted singles
wins, while Adam Beres and Jer
emy Frank won in doubles play.
The team recorded a win over
their final spring break opponent,
West Connecticut State Univer
sity by forfeit. #
Coach Alan Edlund feels that
the spring break matches were a
good start for the season. Junior
Brian W ilbur added that the
spring break trip was good for
the team as a whole. “Spring
break really brought us closer as
a team,” Wilbur said. “Both seri
ous discussion and light-hearted
talk helped us grow in respect
and appreciation for one another.”

Coach Edlund expects their tough
est conference opponent to be Walsh
University (OH), whom they will play
on April 18. Their toughest opponent
overall should be Northern Kentucky
University, whom they will play at
Cedarville on April 8.
The Jackets have chosen honor as a
rule to play by this season. “[We want
to] honor God first and all others next,
including our opponents,’’ Edlund
said.
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W om en’s tennis team trains in Florida for upcom ing m atches
Erin Doss
<9>tafFWriter
The Lady Jackets tennis team
spent their spring break in Canton
ment, Fla., preparing for the 1998
season.
Coach Pam Johnson calls spring
break “Tennis Camp Week.” Each
year, the team goes to Florida to get
ready for the season and bond as a
team. They play against one an
other and start to build the roster.
“There are a lot of neat parts to the
week,” Johnson said. “Tennis is
really only a part of it.”
While in Florida each year, the
Lady Jackets minister at the First
Baptist Church in Cantonment. This
year, the team attended a dinner
with the senior citizens group in the
church and helped out with the
Wednesday evening service. Mem
bers of the church also housed the
players for the week.
The Lady Jackets will face a chal-

non-conference opponents: Transyl
vania University (Ken.), Thomas
More College (Ken.), and Geneva
College (Penn.). Geneva already won
their conference this year and is
headed for the NAIA National Tour
nament in May, where the Lady Jack
ets hope to join them. Transylvania
University has also made many trips
to the National Tournament.
The singles line-up for the Lady
Jackets will include sophomores
Casey Ruffin, Ginger Butler, Eliza
beth Wolfe, and Julie Gregory and
freshmen Katie Koeppen and Jen
nifer Brayer. The doubles line-up is
uncertain for the first few weeks of
'
the season, but duo Butler and
i. .
.
.
'
.
.
• ..
.
... ..
'
Koeppen will fill the number one
m iiiiljp
spot against competitive teams.
Coach Johnson said that this year’s
Sophomore Casey Ruffin travelled to Florida for spring training with the women's tennis team. She is c u r r e ^ playing in the
number one singles position. Photo by Dr. Johnson.
team is unique to any team she has
coached in the past. Three players are
lenging schedule this season, with April 17; and Malone College, second to Walsh in the MOC for left-handed, more left-handed people
perennially-tough opponents Walsh whom they will play on April 18. the past few years.
than she has coached in all her years
University, whom they will play on The Lady Jackets have come in
The schedule includes three new at Cedarville put together.

YeUow Jacket Scoiebaaid
Men’s Track and Field:
a t Florida State Relays

March 18-21

Outstanding Performances:
8th

15:39.75

Joel Peterson

3,000m steeple

5th

10:14.53

Dan Hudson
Dan Hudson

Discus Throw

3rd
8th

Shot Put

00

5,000m

h-*

Ben Thompson

43’ 8”

Rachelle Elder

3,000m

3«

10:41.6h

Becky Jordan

5,000m

3ri

18:40.4h

Jill Breckenfeld

10,000m

3rd

42:21.lh

Jenifer Heidenreich

400m lowH

1»

1:08.78

Kristen Nichols

400m lowH

3rd

1:11.28

Lindsey Mitchell

Triple Jump

2 nd

34’ 11”

Sandy Swales

Hammer Throw 4th
3rd
Javelin

Jodi Quint
at 5thAnnual Cedarville College Invitational (unscored)
Outstanding Performaces:
Eddie Nehus

800m

2nd

l:48.2h

Ben Thompson

10,000m

1*

33:43.4h

Cliff Reynolds

400mH

1st

54:51 (m<

Joel Peterson

3,000m steeple , 1st

Jon McGinnis
Chris Leverette
Peter Bednarek

Pole Vault
Long Jump
Triple Jump

3rd
1st
3ri

10:07.00
14’ 00”
21’ 8”
42’ 6”

Dan Hudson

Shot Put

3rd

46’ 1”

Dan Hudson

Discus

2nd

138’ 8” (t

Dan Hudson

Javelin

1st

167’ 8”

Heath Runkles

Women’s Tennis: (i-0)

138’ 1” (school record)
109’3”

MOC (0-0)

Shawnee State

Men’s Baseball:

March 28
( 1-8)

~

W (9-0)

MOC (0-0)

at Tennessee Temple (2)

March 14

•

L,W (3-4) (6-3)

Rhode Island College (at Bartow, FL) (1)

March 17

at Webber (2)

March 18

L,L (0-8) (7-14)

at Warner Southern (2)

March 21

L ,L (3-15) (2-21)

at Marietta (1)

March 25

L, L (2-25)

at Wittenberg (1)

March 27

L (3-19)

Merrimack (at Hilton Head, SC)

March 19

L (4-5)

Heidleberg (at Hilton Head, SC)

March 20

W (6-3)

West Connecticut State

March 21

W (9-0) forfeit

March 24

L (3-4)

L (3-4)

■

Javelin

2nd

147 6”

Men’s Tennis: (2-2)
Women’s Track and Field
at Florida State Relays
Outstanding Performances:

March 18-21

Sandy Swales
Alison Huizinga

M i J '■■Mi
Hammer Throw 6“'
130’0” (school record)
Hammer Throw 8*
12T 7”

Jodi Quint

Javelin Throw

7*

120’ 6”

Women’s Softball:

Sandy Swales

Shot Put

8*

32’ 1”

at Mobile, Alabama Invitational

s ....
(0-4)MOC (0-0)

Southeastern Oklahoma
at 5* Annual Cedarville College Invitational (unscored)
Outstanding Performances:
Becky Jordan

3,000m

2W

10:41.2h

Mobile

m.

■ ■, ■ 1
March 20

L (1-5)

March 20

L (0-9)

Houston Baptist

March 21

L (0-11)

Southern Wesleyan

March 21

L (3-5)

■.
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W hat is the greatest fau lt or need of contem porary m issions ?
•

Sophomore special education major Amy Twigg
What is the greatest fault or need o f contemporary missions?
"Probably caring people."

Junior philosophy/history major Kevin Meadows
What is the greatest fault or need o f contemporary missions?
"Ethnocentrism. We need to be careful to share the gospel to the people and
cultures of the world and not to concern ourselves with Westernizing them. The
gospel transcends cultures."

Senior broadcasting-video production major Shelley Stock
What is the greatest fault or need o f contemporary missions?
"We don't know our audience! We need to be learning and studying prevailing world
philosophies so that we can understand people and really meet them at the point of
their need."

Q

Senior philosophy major Jake Deister
What is the greatest fault or need o f contemporary
missions?
"We have way too many young people making
commitments based on an emotional appeal without
respect to their personal desires and gifts. We don't lack
numbers of people with zeal; we lack people who have a
correct knowledge of deep theological truth that can be
brought down to simple, palatable 'pills of
understanding,' yet balanced with hard, practical
personal service.”

Junior professional writing major Andrea Caylor
What is the greatest fault or need o f contemporary
missions?
"Christ told us to start with our local area first. I think
we should send a team to Yellow Springs."

Freshman nursing major Jaime Baumgartner
What is the greatest fault or need o f contemporary missions?
• "I think that the mission field's greatest need is more people with a sincere
heart, set on serving God in all circumstances. I think that these people need to
have a genuine concern for others and a great love for God."
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